Ryan from Blaine

Ryan is “having a blast;” he lives with Jennifer, Jax, Key and Olivia. He says they are a big family here. Ryan explored foster care or life sharing. He said he would like to live in a group home and have his own room. Ryan and his housemates help each other out. He loves to go for walks outside and he’s learned cooking skills. Ryan likes to watch *Who Wants to be a Millionaire* and *500 Questions* on TV. He is in the process of working with the case manager employment opportunities. Ryan is easygoing happy to work with a variety of people.

**Let’s talk about it**

What steps did Ryan take to make his home what he wanted it to be? Who supports Ryan? What makes Ryan happy about having his own home? How does Ryan support others? What does Ryan do outside his home? How does Ryan get around in his community?